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The new CD by Steve Sklar and Johnna Morrow is a recording of sonic “inner 
adventures” designed to evoke and stimulate an enhanced sense of well-being, spiritual 
connectedness, healing, and meditative journeying.

Available as CD ($15/US; $20 foreign) or Digital Download High-Quality 320 kbps 
MP3s ($10)

Thank you for purchasing Skysong Productions' 2013 recording The Power of Sound Volume 1 
by Steve Sklar and Johnna Morrow. Look for Volume 2 in fall, 2013.

The songs are numbered in the order that we recommend listening to them. However, they can 
also be organized in other sequences for listening in any music program, or for burning to CD.

Please feel free to make copies for 
your own listening pleasure but 
please respect our copyright, the 
artists’ right to earn a living, and do 
not make or distribute copies except 
for yourself!

Thank you,

Steve & Johnna
Skysong Productions
3427 Colfax Ave. N.
Minneapolis, MN 55412 USA
612-518-9886

throatsinger@gmail.com
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1. Arches
2. Out of the Mist
3. Oh, Healing Waters
4. Oceana/Terra Firma
5. For Tenzin
6. Going… Going… Gong



Arches
Lyrics ©1981 J. Morrow

Moon is up in the sky
All I see Is a crest
Clouds along the 
horizon
Blue sky contains the 
rest
Ancient rocks stand 
thin and proud
Like people shuffling 
through a crowd
And here I stand so 
small and far
Singing to a single star

Oh, Healing Waters Lyrics ©2012 J. Morrow

Oh, healing waters I yield to your embrace
I dive into the depths of this global sacred place.
Wash away fear, wash away pain
nurture our hearts so we can feel again.
Turn me like a stone on a rushing river bottom
toss me with the tide until I‘m smooth as silk.

The smell of the flowers the smell of the forest,
clear our senses, we remember.
The color of the flowers the color of the forest,
open our eyes, see the beauty before us.



The sound of the flowers the sound of the forest,
hear the gentle singing, the harmonious chorus.
The dancing of the flowers the dance of the forest,
sway in the wind, breathe deep.
The feel of the flowers the feel of the forest,
trust our connection, we lead our own way.

Oh healing waters I yield to your embrace
I dive into the depths of this global sacred place.
Wash away fear, wash away pain,
nurture our hearts so we can feel again.
Turn me like a stone on a rushing river bottom
toss me with the tide until I‘m smooth… as... silk.

Johnna Morrow: Vocals, flute, bass flute, didgeridoo, gongs, shaker, drum

Steve Sklar: Khoomei (Tuvan Throat-Singing), didgeridoo, Tibetan singing bowls, 
sruti box, gongs

Produced and engineered by Steve Sklar

Thanks to Kirby Binder
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